PC – Mac - Mobile
Browser Instructions
Browse and Join

**ArtistWorks for Libraries** provides patrons with world-class art, voice and instrumental instruction through self-paced video lessons from industry and Grammy Award-winning music professionals. ArtistWorks for Libraries offers users everything you need, from the basics of an instrument to advanced playing.

All classes are always available through an internet enabled browser – no apps needed.

**Login With Library Credentials**—Create new account or log in with your library credentials.

**Browse Classes.**

1. **BROWSE** music – art – voice classes from top industry professionals.

2. **REVIEW** the professionals and sample their classes. All classes are available and unlimited access as video training classes.

3. **JOIN** any class you wish – all classes are available and offer beginner to advanced instruction – with many offering the downloadable sheet materials to follow along and practice.
Start Learning

1. **SELECT** the class level – Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced (if available).
   a. Select the class video segment
   b. Watch the video – pausing as needed to practice and/or play along.
   c. ArtistWorks for Libraries tracks your progress for each video segment.

2. Note: all classes are available with your account credentials - you may select and watch each class as often as you wish.

3. If you need additional training – Video Exchange is an optional individual user upgrade option to upload practices and receive feedback from the instructor. An additional charge is required by the user to use Video Exchange. Click on the Video Exchange link in the lesson samples for more information.

Need additional help? Ask at your reference desk or click on the HELP link on your library collection page. Thank you for enjoying ArtistWorks for Libraries!